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&#147;I've put in so many enigmas and puzzles that it will keep the professors busy for

centuries.Ã¢â‚¬Â• James Joyce said that about his Ulysses, but it's true for this fun collection, too!

Filled with more than 350 encoded, witty quotes from some rather famous folks, Hooked on

Cryptograms will have solvers addicted. Decipher the code to get treats from Woody Allen, George

Burns, Groucho Marx, Mark Twain, Stephen Colbert, and more.
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The cryptograms in this book will wake up the gray matter for sure. I've thoroughly enjoyed working

these puzzles and really appreciate the spiral binder. These cryptograms are fun and quite

entertaining.

My favorite cryptograms book! Having so much fun with this product. Would have loved to have a

little more room to be able to solve the cryptograms without having to copy them to a sheet of paper,

but still this is the best book I have found and used.

I've enjoyed cryptograms since I was in elementary school. They were easier then, because my

friends and I made them up ourselves and often wrote notes to each other in code. Not in class,

because it needed more concentration than we could apply when we were supposed to be studying.

During recess and after school we would go home and dream up something new to say and add a



"key" so our friends could translate them. (That was back when we had radio, but no TV, no

electronic games one could play by oneself; eventually, we would wear ourselves out with physical

games, and settle down to read - or to write notes to each other. This was wartime (WWII) for us,

and we were keenly aware that our government used codes to communicate with our allies. The

other side used codes, too, so we had our own decoders to figure out what they were saying. We

played at our own war games, planted Victory gardens, bought savings stamps and collected paper

and metal for the war effort. Well, little patriots that we were, the idea of coded messages between

friends was irresistible.I still find coded words irresistible, and was happy to discover Cryptograms.

Try them. You may find that you enjoy them, even more than crosswords or word seeks.

Love, love, love this book. It's hard for me to put down when I start doing them. Will order another

one when I'm finished with this one.

The book itself is nice. I like good strong paper when I'm doing any type of puzzle with a pencil (I

write hard, and when I have to erase something, I like the paper to survive the erasure), and this

book has good strong paper. I also like the spiral binding so you can bend it back easily. Also, I like

the help hints in the back - you can get a letter hint in the back, so when you look up the puzzle

number, it just gives you one letter. And there are two separate lists, so you can get up to 2

individual letter hints. I've only used them a couple of times, and they usually don't help a whole lot -

it's usually an unusual letter that only has one or two in the puzzle, but sometimes that's all you

need. I wouldn't want it to give me TOO much help anyway. And of course they have the full

answers in the back, too, but it's hard to look at those and only get a single letter hint - you

inevitably see an entire word (at least), so I like the hints. The quotes are a little goofy , but not so

bad.

Really enjoyed this book. Nice layout and love the spiral binding as that makes it easy to hold while

seated on the sofa.

I love cryptograms and this is a good book. I like the spiral notebook idea and the puzzles are varied

and interesting.

I can't seem to put this book down....am I hooked or what??? Love the notebook style as it makes it

so easy to work with...the hints are quite welcomed and twice I had to actually go for the second



hint, which truly hurts my pride to do so....but, this does give you an idea that it can and is a real

challenge...naturally some are easier to solve, but then some give you a run for your money...I keep

saying "one more and then I will quit" as I work just another puzzle....the spaces between each

puzzle are easy to work with and the letters are big and easy to see....all in all it is one of my favorite

books and truly give it a high rating...some of the messages arequite humorous and some have

some wisdom, and as in all cryptograms, some are silly, ha....
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